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ABSTRACT

Improving the quality factor (Q) of electromechanical resonators is of paramount importance for different applications, ranging from RF
filtering to sensing. In this paper, we present a modified fabrication process flow for contour mode resonators to simultaneously obtain the
(i) Q insensitive to the Si undercut geometry and (ii) in-phase reflectors for anchor loss control and Q optimization. To assess the potential
of the reflector, we vary its distance from the resonator’s anchor. This results in a periodic trend of Q when the distance between the anchor
and the reflector changes. Further confirmation of the trend is obtained via a finite element (FE) model. Interestingly, when in the FE model,
the step between consecutive reflectors is decreased by a factor of 6� with respect to the experimental step, we observe a fast modulation of
Q, superimposed onto that seen experimentally. The origin of this fast modulation is likely the coexistence of waves with different wave-
lengths traveling through the released region. Our results show that the profile of the region undergoing Si undercutting (released area) can
be easily set by design. Furthermore, engineering the introduced acoustic mismatch provides unprecedented control of anchor loss.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5086156

Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) are currently the
object of intense research as solutions in timing and filtering systems
to replace non-IC compatible blocks.1 The major goal is to provide an
alternative to quartz and off-chip components and, more importantly,
to meet new and more stringent requirements imposed by technologi-
cal advancements. Size, power consumption, cost, and system integra-
tion complexity are becoming limiting factors for many applications,
ranging from domestic to medical. Higher performance in those areas
will promote a new set of applications, at the moment held back by the
lack of the needed hardware (e.g., low or near-zero power wireless
radio systems2) such as the wireless body area network (WBAN) and
the internet of things (IoT) in general.3

In this context, piezoelectric contour mode resonators (CMRs)
are particularly appealing MEMS resonators because of the possibility
to set the resonance frequency by layout design.4 However, their per-
formance are lower than those of bulk acoustic wave (BAW) resona-
tors,5 limiting the competition.

From experimental measurements, it is found that two parame-
ters are generally extracted to assess the performance of a piezoelectric
MEMS resonator: the quality factor Q and the electromechanical cou-
pling kt

2. With the latter being mainly limited by the piezoelectric
material, in this case, aluminum nitride (AlN), we herein focus on the

former. Q is a direct measure of the energy that is stored in the resona-
tor with respect to the energy that is lost, per cycle of vibration. High
Q is desirable both in oscillators, for good close-in phase noise, and in
filters, to achieve sharp roll-off and low insertion losses.2,6

In AlN CMRs operating below 500MHz, Q is mainly determined
by acoustic energy radiated outward the resonator through the device
tethers, referred to as anchor loss. A geometrical optimization
approach of the resonator itself has been widely used to minimize
anchor loss. Proper design of the resonator anchors,7–9 of the resona-
tor shape,10,11 and of the inactive region12 has proven to influence Q.
Recently, a study reported that Q is also influenced by the undercut
created beyond the tethers because of isotropic Si etching. A 30% Q
variation within micron variation of the undercut is reported.13

The difficulties in predicting the Si undercut have often led to the
approximation that the reflections of acoustic waves radiated from the
anchor into the substrate are negligible. This assumption results in
simplified models,7 where perfectly absorbing boundaries (PMLs) are
used to quantify acoustic damping.8,14 However, it is known that
the outer end of the anchor acts as a source of circular waves and
that these waves propagate until they reach the interface between
the released area and the substrate.15 At this point, an acoustic mis-
match is encountered, creating a reflected wave. Modelling of this
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phenomenon is complex and is strongly dependent on the shape of
the Si undercut [Fig. 1(a)], which is difficult, if not impossible, to accu-
rately know a priori when using the most common fabrication pro-
cess.16 Nevertheless, when the acoustic mismatch is introduced by
design, an approximate model can be used. Whether it is a high-to-
low (etched slots)17 or low-to-high (SiO2 trenches in this work) acous-
tic mismatch, transmission line theory can, in principle, be used. This
enables the prediction of the behavior of Q as a function of the dis-
tance between the source and the reflector, which is set by design and
thus is known. In a previous work, we presented a fabrication process
flow to attain very stable Q independent of the Si etching time: using
isolation high-aspect ratio trenches filled with SiO2,

18 we were able to
confine and control the region undergoing Si etching.19 In this paper,
we take one step forward and show experimentally that engineering of
the isolation trench is easily possible via design and allows partial
recovery of the lost energy using in-phase reflection.

In Fig. 1, comparison of a fabricated CMR and a fabricated con-
fined CMR (cCMR) is shown, along with their relative process flows.
The modified fabrication process allows the designer to choose which
region undergoes Si etching (blue areas in Fig. 1). Since the S0 standing
Lamb waves in the resonator translate into production of circular
waves at the outer end of the anchor,15 we design semi-circular reflec-
tors to match the transmitted wavefront [Fig. 1(b)]. We fabricate devi-
ces operating at 220MHz (acoustic wavelength kCMR¼ 40lm)
varying the radius of the semi-circular reflectors [Rrel in Figs. 1(b) and
2(a)] from 25lm to 49lm in steps of every 3lm to assess its effect on
Q. We choose such discretization because it is smaller than kCMR/10,
enough to show the dependence predicted by transmission line theory,
and achievable with our current technology. Additionally, devices with
an anchor width [Wa in Fig. 1(a)] ranging from 10lm to 19lm are
included in the design to obtain resonators with diverse anchor loss.7,8

The fabrication starts with the definition of high-aspect-ratio SiO2 iso-
lation trenches on high resistive (>10 000 X cm2) wafers. Then, the
classic 3-mask process flow is used to fabricate 1-port CMR (Fig. 1).
More information about the fabrication of cCMR can be found here.19

The purpose of the SiO2 trench is ultimately double: (i) make Q insen-
sitive to Si undercut changes and (ii) create a controlled acoustic mis-
match that allows for energy recovery. With the first point being
already demonstrated with an improvement of a factor 6� in Q stabil-
ity compared to regular CMR,19 we herein target the latter point.

Figure 2(b) shows Q as a function of Rrel for four sets of Wa. It is
clear that Q varies periodically as Rrel is swept. In particular, two peaks
and two valleys can be clearly identified at Rrel¼ 34–43lm and
Rrel¼ 31–40lm, respectively. Regardless of Wa, which essentially
affects the average value of Q, the periodicity of Q is preserved. This
proves that the distance (from the outer end of the anchor) at which
the reflection occurs has an influence on Q and that the variation is
significant, even within only a few micron change in Rrel.

With Q being a strong function of Rrel, we define the Q
recovery¼Qdelta/Qaverage as the excursion of Q around its mean value
when Rrel is varied. This is a measure of how much Q improves from

FIG. 1. (a) SEM image of a classic CMR; the undercut created by the isotropic Si
etching to release the structure is highlighted in light blue. (b) SEM picture of a
cCMR; the top profile of the high aspect ratio SiO2 trench is highlighted in red, while
the semi-circular region that undergoes Si undercutting is highlighted in light blue.
On the right, the relative process flows are shown.

FIG. 2. (a) Optical microscopy image of a cCMR and a transmission line theory
model; the impedance seen by the outer end of the anchor is reported in the inset
on the top. (b) Experimental data for Wa¼ 10lm (blue diamonds), Wa¼ 13 lm
(red squares), Wa¼ 16lm (black triangles), and Wa¼ 19 lm (green dots) and rel-
ative sinusoidal fits (continuous lines); each point is the average Q measured from
two identical devices. At the top of the graph, the fitting function for Q(Rrel) is
reported. According to the transmission line theory, the distance between peaks
(dexp in the inset) is one quarter of the wavelength.
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the average value, when Rrel is at one of the Q maxima. The values of
Q recovery for four differentWa values are reported in Table I.

The Q recovery is for all the four cases above 30%. When Wa

goes from 10lm (kCMR/4) to 20lm (kCMR/2), the relative excursion
of Q around its mean value goes from �80% to �30%. This is due to
the fact that values around Wa¼ kCMR/2 minimize the amount of
energy radiated outwards from the resonator by the anchor design.7

Nevertheless, 31% Q recovery is observed, confirming that careful
anchor design only results in partial anchor loss minimization, which
can be further improved with engineering of the released area.

The periodic trend is intuitively explained with in-phase or out-
of-phase reflections of the transmitted waves. When the reflection is
in-phase, Q has a peak because the reflected wave adds up to the
standing waves of the resonant mode into the resonator. On the other
hand, an out-of-phase reflection creates destructive interference
between the reflected wave and the standing waves of the resonant
mode, thus lowering Q.

We use an open-circuited transmission line to model the reflec-
tion as a function of Rrel since the fixed constraint imposed by the sub-
strate can be modeled as an infinite load impedance.20 In this way, the
distance between the source and the reflector modulates the imped-
ance [Zout in Fig. 2(a)] seen by the outer end of the anchor. When Rrel
is at odd multiples of kwave/4, with kwave being the wavelength of the
wave propagating towards the reflector, the impedance seen is zero,
making the outer end of the anchor a virtual stress-free boundary. On
the other hand, for even multiples of kwave/4, the impedance seen is
infinite, placing a virtual fixed constraint boundary at the outer end of
the anchor.13 Any of these two conditions, occurring kwave/4 apart,
results in minimal energy flowing from the CMR into the substrate
and thus maximized values of Q. As a result, the distance between Q
maxima [dexp in Fig. 2(b)] can be used to estimate kwave. The measured
Q values as a function of Rrel and Wa are thus fitted to a simple sinu-
soidal function reported in Fig. 2(b). The fit uses a least squares fit
algorithm, and all the parameters appearing in the sinusoidal function
are left free-running. The extracted dexp values for differentWa designs
are reported in Table I. Their value is around 8–9lm for all the
cases we study, which is slightly shorter than the designed value of
kCMR/4¼ 10lm, with kCMR being the acoustic wavelength within the
resonator’s body.

In order to investigate the reasons why dexp is different from
kCMR/4, we decided to look further into the wave propagation in the
release area by performing 3D finite element (FE) modeling.

The FE model, shown in Fig. 3(a), discretizes only one quarter of
the device geometry exploiting symmetry boundary conditions in
order to minimize the computational cost, yet allowing the definition

TABLE I. Q recovery and extracted distance between peaks for different Wa values.

Experimental data

Qmin Qmax Qrecovery¼Qdelta/Qaverage [%] dexp (lm)

Wa¼ 10 lm 249 2167 79 8.85
Wa¼ 13 lm 279 1835 73 8.78
Wa¼ 16 lm 419 1416 54 8.68
Wa¼ 19 lm 1236 2355 31 8.78

FIG. 3. (a) FE model used to predict the Q trend as a function of Rrel. Only one
quarter of the entire geometry is discretized to decrease the computational cost.
The mode shape (lateral displacement shown here) can be seen, along with the cir-
cular trench and the absorbing layer (PML) used to estimate Q. (b) Zoom-in view of
the semi-circular released area; a lateral displacement in the resonator is converted
into almost circular waves in the released area. (c) Extracted normalized Q via FE
analysis as a function of Rrel. To compare with experimental data, numerically
obtained Q values starting from Rrel¼ 25lm for every 3lm are fitted to a single
sinusoidal function (blue dashed line). (d) Extracted normalized Q via FE analysis
as a function of Rrel, using 0.5lm Rrel step. An additional fast modulation is seen.
In this case, the data are fit to a double sinusoidal function (black dash line) con-
firming the presence of two waves beating. The fast modulation is filtered out by
the experimental coarse Rrel step.
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of small features such as the electrodes and the trench. Additionally, a
perfectly matched layer (PML) is used to simulate the infinite substrate
surrounding the resonator. The PML was dimensioned to half of
kCMR/2, after confirming that larger PMLs do not significantly change
the value of the extracted Q.8

The first attempt is to match the experimental data with the FE
model maintaining the 3lm experimental step for Rrel. As can be seen
in Fig. 3(c), the FE Q values exhibit peaks and valleys at the same Rrel
of the experimental data [Fig. 3(c) versus Fig. 2(b)]. Afterwards, to
investigate if the mismatch between dexp and the theoretical value is
due to a too coarse Rrel step, we reduce it to 0.5lm. This step would be
very challenging to replicate experimentally, due to fabrication limita-
tions. The finer step reveals the presence of a fast and a slow modula-
tion in the Q trend [Fig. 3(d)]. In order to extract both, a fit using the
sum of two sinusoidal functions is used. Out of the two pulsations
obtained via the fit, dsim-1¼ 9.1lm, while dsim-2¼ 4.4lm. The fast
modulation, as expected, is experimentally filtered out when a sam-
pling rate lower than double the periodicity is used. Conversely, the
slow modulation is seen as the Nyquist criterion is met (sampling rate
> 2�dexp). It is reasonable to think that in the release area region,
unlike in the resonator body, the less stringent boundary conditions
allow the waves with different wavelengths to coexist at the same fre-
quency. Also, from the data extracted using the FE model and the sub-
sequent fit, the two sinusoidal functions are nearly in phase with each
other, meaning that in order to coexist, the two modes spatially share
the same nodal point (point of null displacement). For this reason, the
fast modulation is a multiple of the slow modulation.

In conclusion, this paper presents a modified process flow that
allows fabrication of CMRs with a controlled released area. The goal is
double: (i) to stabilize Q that is heavily affected by minor variation of
the released area19 and (ii) to engineer the released area so as to create
in-phase reflectors for anchor loss minimization. A circular released
area is designed, and its radius is varied. A periodic trend of Q is
observed as the radius is swept. The experimental data are fitted to a
transmission line theory model and the extracted distance between Q
peaks is slightly lower than the theoretical reference kCMR/4. To inves-
tigate the mismatch between the extracted wavelength and the acoustic
wavelength set into the resonator by design, a FE model is used.
Maintaining the same Rrel step, the simulated Q has the same trend as
the experimental data. However, when a finer Rrel step is used, the
superimposition of a slow and a fast modulation of Q is revealed.
While the slow modulation is caught experimentally, the fast modula-
tion is filtered out because of the low sampling rate. The two

modulations are likely due to the presence of waves of diverse nature
and with different lambda values coexisting in the release area.
Ultimately, this fabrication technique allows the design of CMRs with
a stable and reproducible Q across the wafer, independent of CMR
geometry and Si release etching time. This technique, along with
design optimization, provides unprecedented control of anchor loss.
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